7N2UQC:
I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------9A2HW:
NICE CONTEST BUT IN SAME TIME WHEN IS MY LOWELY VHF/UHF /SHF CONTEST
.IT IS IMPORTANT PARTICIPATE IN YOUR FIRST DL-DX RTTY CONTEST.
73,GL DE IVICA 9A2HW
---------------------------------------------------------------9A4RX:
TNX FOR 6-HOURS CATEGORY.....
---------------------------------------------------------------AI9T:
Band conditions in IL we no very good. There was also a lot of static from
thunderstorms that were in the region.
Thanks for having the contest
73
Steve AI9T
---------------------------------------------------------------DJ6TK:
Nice to work in the first German RTTY Contest
---------------------------------------------------------------DK1RF:
QRV IN RTTY SINCE 4 WEEKS;FIRST CONTEST; SUPERB AND NOT THE LAST ONE...
8mtr. LANGDRAHT VERTIKAL
---------------------------------------------------------------DL4RCK:
Propagation was poor this weekend and I couldn't work any JA's from
my location here. I really enjoyed the little pileups. Special thanks
to all who were kind enough to work me.
---------------------------------------------------------------DL5CE:
hat Spass gemacht! vy73!
---------------------------------------------------------------DL6JZ:
Category = A
Thank you for this nice weekend. I like the 24 hours contests: I don't have to
make the decision about the right placing of the break times.
The participation was very good for a first time event.
It will be a bit better next year, I am sure.
---------------------------------------------------------------F5RD:
I enjoyed this contest, but the propagation was very bad. just 11 stat
ions outside Europe. Six hours and dipole categories is good idea.

Thanks to all who worked me.
---------------------------------------------------------------F6FJE:
A LOT OF ACTIVITY ON 20,15 AND 10M, BUT VERY QUIET ON 40 AND 80.
---------------------------------------------------------------G4EMT:
ONLY A SHORT AMOUNT OF TIME AVAILABLE ,HOPE TO HAVE
MORE TIME ON THE NEXT CONTEST ..THANKS 73 JACK
RTTY by WF1B Software v5
---------------------------------------------------------------GU0SUP:
Class 5D - 6 hours with a G5RV (half-size)
An enjoybale contest, and the 6 hour classes make it more fun for
of us who don't have the stamina to run for the full 24 hours.
I had planned to do more, but with conditions as they were,
a 6 hour entry seemed the best option for me.
---------------------------------------------------------------GW4MVA:
Thanks for the nice contest. Conditions not very good.
---------------------------------------------------------------IV3IPS:
Have had little time but can say of to be me really had a good time!
See you in the next DL DX Contest RTTY - 73 de Stefano, IV3IPS
---------------------------------------------------------------JA1BNW:
This is the first time to join the DL-DX RTTY contest.
Band condition seems no good but I really enjoyed contest.
Rig:FT-1000 200Watts Ant:TA-351 & Dipole
---------------------------------------------------------------JA2FSM:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JA2KCY:
I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
Please more VK stations !!
---------------------------------------------------------------JH1TUX:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JH2BTM:

This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JR3NZC:
GOOD CONTEST
---------------------------------------------------------------K1US:
NEXT YEAR I HOPE TO HAVE MORE TIME FOR THIS INTERESTING CONTEST.
VERY 73, JON K1US
---------------------------------------------------------------K4GMH:
A Category
Thanks to the sponsors of the DL-DX RTTY Contest.
Also, thanks to those who get the pleasure of reviewing all the logs.
And special thank to all who were kind enough to work me.
Comments: Started on 20 meters and first QSO was with FO5PS that sets an up-beat outlook for the rest of the contest.
Along about 0600Z FK8GX called, another shot of adrenalin to carry
through until end of the contest. 15 meters was okay although the
signals were not as strong as they have been in the past couple of years.
You had to work for just about every QSO on 15. However, 15 did stay open
to the stronger Europe stations from the East Coast throughout the night.
10 meters was hit or miss as you had to be there when the conditions were
favorable and the stations available.
(I only made one QSO on 10 meters but did look for several DX Packet
Cluster spotted stations.)
40 meters did okay, but not as much activity to make it worthwhile to
stay on 40.
80 meters was reasonably quite for this time of year.
Unfortunately, there was very little activity - you had to make the
activity by asking folks to QSY from 40 to 80 meters.
The nice level of activity, especially the Europeans, was a surprise for
a first time contest.
You have to anticipate the level of activity will increase next year
which may compensate somewhat for the decrease in propagation.
Again, thanks to the sponsors for getting this contest started.
---------------------------------------------------------------K4WW:
Very unique and creative format! Poor band conditions, along
with major US holiday weekend, possibly contributed to lack
of US activity?
---------------------------------------------------------------K5DKH:
Enjoyed the Contest. First contact was FO5PS and signals were up and down.
Thanks to all who copied my call. Looking forward to the next one.
----------------------------------------------------------------

KF0OH:
Had a great time from the "black hole" in the midwest region.
Could only operate for about 3 hours due to personal committments.
---------------------------------------------------------------KF2XF:
Nice desgin for a contest makes much sense for us old age sleep needers
---------------------------------------------------------------KH6GMP:
ICOM 756Pro with Force12 C3S on a rooftop tower.
Writelog contesting software. Lots of fun and happy to worked several
EU stations especially the German calls.
ALOHA
de Gary KH6GMP
Kailua-Kona Hawaii
---------------------------------------------------------------KI5XP:
What a great contest! The class B is a welcome addition!
---------------------------------------------------------------KS0M:
I was not going to spend very much time in this contest.
But, I was having fun and stayed longer. Very good contest and
I will be back next year. The bands were not good. Does 10 meters
really exist ? 15 meters not any better. 40 meters was fair,
but very much QRN. Highlite was very first call FO5PS.
---------------------------------------------------------------LV5V:
I ENJOY VERY MUCH THE POSSIBILTY TO DO A SHORT CONTEST
ITS NOT EASY TO SPEND A FULL WEECKEND FOR A TEST
MUCH ACTIVITY FOR THE NEW DL DX RTTY 1 HOPE BE AGN IN
2004. ALL THE BEST FOR ALL ORGANIZERS BEST 73 JORGE
---------------------------------------------------------------N6EU:
I enjoyed this contest despite poor band conditions.
This contest for me was essentially a single band single radio event.
I hope conditions improve for the Fall Contests.
Thanks to the sponsors and the stations I was able to work.
---------------------------------------------------------------N7UVH:
Fun contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------OH2LZI:
QRP TX with 5 W output
----------------------------------------------------------------

OK2SWD:
Very good contest and perfect operators.
Good CONDX on SA. See you next year friends.
---------------------------------------------------------------ON4KGL:
Propa was very bad saterday but ok sunday.Very nice contest.
To next year.
---------------------------------------------------------------ON4QX:
Conditions very poor on saterday and got to work at night so
working only 6 hours this time .
Great fun and glad to hear the old boys again. Had to modifier
the antenna and change call as well. ( old ON4AME).
Sunday morning the conditions where better and opening to Japan.
High lights VR2- HK4- AP2- BX4 missing the ZL -VK- and a US
station working from KH2.
Thanks for the new contest and hope to spend more time next year.
Greathing ON4QX Herman Pieter.
---------------------------------------------------------------ON7SS:
Nice contest, hpe to do again next year
---------------------------------------------------------------PA3BFH:
TKS FOR ORGANIZING!!
NORMALLY I ONLY DO CW, BUT THUS RTTY STUFF REALLY IS FUN!!
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR/73,
---------------------------------------------------------------PA3EBP:
A SUCCESS! NEXT YEAR AGAIN.
---------------------------------------------------------------SM1TDE:
First attempt in a RTTY-contest
---------------------------------------------------------------SM6BSK:
Tnx for this nice "minicontest"!
---------------------------------------------------------------SN5Z:
Thanks for the new RTTY contest. See you next year
---------------------------------------------------------------T93Y:
Guess that my Cushcraft R-6000 vertical falls into this category.
Nice activity for the contest running first time...

---------------------------------------------------------------UT2UZ:
It was a nice weekend endeed, thanks to organizers
---------------------------------------------------------------W4ZE:
Enjoyed the contest even though I had limited time to operate.
---------------------------------------------------------------W6RLL/7:
The SIX HOUR category is a good idea. I hope that other contests will
adopt it. Thanks to all who worked me.
---------------------------------------------------------------W7DPW:
GREAT CONTEST. POOR BAND CONDITIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------W7TVF:
THIS IS MY FIRST TIME IN YOUR CONTEST BUT I'M SURE THAT IT WON'T BE
---------------------------------------------------------------W8XC:
Much fun but not many stations participating.
Maybe next year after word spreads there will be more stations
---------------------------------------------------------------W9HLY:
Fun! But been more fun 7 or so years from now - better condx.
---------------------------------------------------------------ZS1JY:
Bands initially dead, but 15m picked up on Saturday afternoon.
On Saturday evening some action on 20m, and on Sunday 10m picked up too.
Nice short contest, thank you.

